Erasmus+ Strategic Partnerships for adult education
Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practice

Vilnius (Lithuania), 3rd-8th April 2017
Learning Teaching Training Activities
Based on analysing, practicing and improving two of the key competences:
Communication in mother tongue and foreign languages
And
Cultural awareness and expression

Agenda

Monday, 03/04/2017
Until 15:00 Arrival of partners
17.00 Meeting point: Reception of Grata Hotel (Vytenio Str. 9, Vilnius)
17.30-19.30 Start-up meeting. Venue: Restaurant „Senoji trobelė“ (Naugarduko g. 36, Vilnius):


Welcoming by project coordinator and hosting organization (10 min)



Short presentation of partners’ organizations including project idea (5 min for each)



Ice-breaking and getting to know each other activities



Short introduction of LTT activities and plan of Tuesday



Discussions and development of intercultural competence by tasting Lithuanian dishes and
exploring the traditional interior of restaurant

Tuesday, 04/04/2017
08.50 Meeting point and venue of the activities: Reception of Grata Hotel
9.00-9.15 Energizing activities.
9.15-9.45


Introduction and opening of the project.



Definition of the project idea and 8 key competences. /by Beata

9.45-10.15



Presentation of LTT programme.
Two of the key competences. “Communication + cultural awareness = expression”

/by Ieva and Rima
10:30- 11:00 Sharing good practices.
“Responsible consumption and environmental awareness as a part of cultural and intercultural
competence”. Presentation of "Make fruit fair" project idea. / by Darija.
11:00-11:15 One of non-formal method example from State-of-art analysis.


Non-formal methods.



CLIL methodology.



Presentation of “SMILE” project modules

11:15-12:30 Workshop by testing English learning modules.


SMILE! It’s time to learn English and reduce the climate change. Let’s have fun! /by Rima
*Coffee and tasting “Fair Trade” snacks will be integrated all the session

12.30-14.00 Common lunch at the hotel restaurant
14.00-14.30 Walking to Venue: Velo-city Vilnius (Pylimo str. 31)
14.30-16.30 City tour. “Ride a bike - Save a planet - Increase the level of cultural competence”
16.30-17.00 Walking back to the hotel
18.30- 20.30 Common dinner (evaluation time) at restaurant “Cafe Debut” (Jogailos str. 8)

Wednesday, 05/04/2017
10:30- 11:00 Walking to Venue: Vytautas Kasiulis Art Museum (Goštauto Str. 1)
10:30- 12:30 Visiting museums in different way. Method to improve cultural awareness and skills.


Exploring exposition and getting inspiration



Workshop. Secrets of “screen printing” technology.

12.50-14.00 Common lunch at “Skonis ir kvapas” (Trakų str. 8)
14.30-16.30 New common facts and knowledge could be motivation of lifelong learning process.



Guided tour in Palace of the Grand Dukes of Lithuania. Relations and interesting links of
partnership countries.



Live through the common historical point of Italy, Poland and Lithuania. Let’s practice, Let’s
play!



Improving Cultural and communication competences.

16.30-17.00 Walking back to hotel
18.30- 20.30 Common dinner at “Gyvas baras” (Trakų str. 11)

Thursday, 06/04/2017
09.00 Meeting point: Reception of Grata Hotel
09.00-9.20 Walking to the Bus Station
9.30-10:00 Bus trip to Trakai
11.00-12.00 Guided tour in the Trakai Island Castle
13.00-15.00 Common lunch + Educational-cultural activity (cooking and tasting traditional karaim
food)
15:55-16:35 Bus trip back to Vilnius
FREE EVENING

Friday, 07/04/2017

08.30 Meeting: Reception of Grata Hotel
Walking to Martynas Mažvydas National Library of Lithuania
9.00-9.30 Tour in the library guided by the lady who has been working there for 20 years.


Exploring local environmental/institutions who provide the innovative educational spaces

10.00-10.30 Introduction of infrastructure, activities and spaces available for adult education.
“The modern space. Motivation, inspiration or obstacle for adult leaners?”/ by Aneta
10.30-10.50 Discussions. Questions. Ideas.
11.00-11.30 Lifelong learning examples of U3A (Third Age University)
“The importance and impact of Third Age university for adult leaners”/ by university
representatives
11.30-12.00 Discussions. Questions. Ideas.
12.30-13.40 Common lunch at “Sue’s Indian Raja”(Odminių str 3)
14.00-15.30 “Freedom to learn and create”.
Visiting centre for Civil education in the Presidential Palace.
15.30-16.00 Walking back to hotel
18.30- 20.30 Common dinner (evaluation time) at Restaurant “La Boheme” (Šv. Ignoto str. 4 /
Benediktinų str. 3).

Saturday, 08/04/2017

9.00-9.30 Evaluation/Reflection of the week activities.
9.30-10.00 Future plans, activities, tasks.
10.00-10.30 Closing LTT.
Departure.

